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Abstract—
This paper presents a prototype system to automatically carry out
surveillance tasks in monitored environments. This system consists
in a supervised machine learning algorithm that generates a set of
highly interpretable rules in order to classify events as normal or
anomalous from 2D images without needing to build a 3D model of
the environment. Each security camera has an associated knowledge
base which is updated when the environmental conditions change. To
deal with uncertainty and vagueness inherent in video surveillance,
we make use of Fuzzy Logic. The process of building the knowledge
base and how to apply the generated sets of fuzzy rules is described
in depth for a virtual environment.
Keywords— Automated Video Surveillance, Visual Information
Analysis, Machine Learning, and Fuzzy Logic.

1 Introduction
The problem of intelligent surveillance deals with the perception, interpretation, and identiﬁcation of activities and situations that occur in monitored environments [1]. A typical
surveillance scenario consists of a set of CCTV cameras deployed on different places in order to perform explicit surveillance on behalf of people and information storage to carry out
forensic analysis if needed [2]. When a security guard watches
an environment by means of video cameras, he is able to detect if something is going wrong. In other words, he perceives
video events and classiﬁes them as normal or anomalous. If
he detects an anomalous behaviour or event, he makes the
appropriate decisions to solve the problem as soon as possible. However, the system depends on the human component to
classify events and to continuously pay attention to the video
stream, which is very tiring and, therefore, error-prone [3].
This is our motivation to face the design of a system able to
classify behaviours, that is, to propose a method for automating this task in different domains and scenarios.
Events in real environments can be classiﬁed as simple or
composite. Really, a composite event is a sequence of simple events which are temporally related [4, 5]. However, the
analysis of object characteristics and spatial properties may
be enough to understand simple events, i.e, without needing
a temporal analysis. In this context, there are many elements
which can be learned and identiﬁed from data sensors. For instance, the object physics characteristics to determine its class
or object type [6], trajectories followed by moving objects [7],
entry/exit areas [8], allowed proximity relationships between
objects and areas, allowed speed for each type of object, etc.
On the other hand, it is necessary to study how to deal with
the uncertainty in real-time to carry out surveillance. NorISBN: 978-989-95079-6-8

mally, an artiﬁcial surveillance system cannot totally ensure
what is happening from data sensors in most cases. Uncertainty, imprecision, and vagueness are frequently present
when these systems try to solve real world problems. For this
reason, one of the main problems of this type of systems is the
high number of false alarms due to incorrect interpretations.
Several authors have addressed these issues in the literature.
Foresti et al. [9] proposed a visual-based surveillance system for real-time event detection and classiﬁcation, which is
based on adaptive high order neural trees. This system carries
out object classiﬁcation, object tracking, and event recognition
for understanding normal, suspicious, and dangerous events in
parking lots. Buxton and Gong [10] also provided solutions to
the problem of event recognition. They proposed techniques
based on Bayesian networks for interpreting trafﬁc situations
in dynamic scenes. Remagnino et al. [11] described events in
a surveillance scenario by using a Bayesian classiﬁer instead
of the Hidden Markov Model. The different techniques proposed in this work were employed to model the common event
behaviours in car park. On the other hand, fuzzy logic [12, 13]
may provide another interesting approach for dealing with the
same problem [14]. In [15], a prototype fuzzy system for describing human activity in natural language is described. This
description is made by analysing the possible relations among
objects in a monitored environment. To do that, the linguistic
labels and the fuzzy rules are deﬁned by an expert to classify
people behaviour.
The crafting of detailed scene models may provide an effective means of interpreting situations and detecting anomalous behaviours in a static scene, but it is not an appropriate
approach in dynamic scenes where the environmental conditions change over time [7]. This is why in this work we use
a fuzzy-based machine learning algorithm to generate a set of
highly interpretable set of rules to classify real-time events.
To do that, the system analyses spatial data from 2D images
obtained by cameras in outdoor/indoor environments, and it
generates sets of highly interpretable fuzzy rules. The system
analysis situations in a similar way as human beings do, that
is, it obtains conclusions without needing precise data. For instance, a person does not need to know the exact speed or the
absolute position of an object to determine if it is moving fast
on the zone in which it is located.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the problem statement and overviews the processes required to build the knowledge base of a camera and
how to apply this knowledge to classify events. Section 3 de-
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scribes in depth the machine learning algorithm employed to
build the different sets of fuzzy rules that compose the knowledge base. Section 4 studies how to apply the system in a
well-deﬁned environment. Finally, conclusions are presented
in Section 5.

basic unit in a MPEG stream and it is an area of 16 by 16 pixels in which the motion vectors are stored. The displacement
between two macroblocks in different frames gives the motion
vector and it speciﬁes a distance and a direction. Each object
is represented by means of an ellipse that involves the set of
macroblocks. As it will be seen further (Section 4), the pa2 Problem Statement
rameters of the ellipse are used to determine the location and
As previously described, one of the main objectives of ad- the size of an object.
On the other hand, in order to generate the rules used to devanced surveillance systems is to interpret events in an envitermine
the object’s speed, the position (centre of the ellipse),
ronment from data sensors. Besides, events not only must be
the
displacement
of the object between consecutive frames
identiﬁed, but the system must be also able to classify events
(distance
between
the centres of the ellipses), and the object
as normal or abnormal in order to make adequate decisions.
class
are
used
as
input
variables, i.e, each sample of the trainThis task covers several research areas, we attack two of them:
ing
set
takes
a
value
for
every variable. Movements done by
i) how to build the surveillance knowledge base in a concrete
people
and
vehicles
may
imply different speed. A medium
scenario and ii) how to apply this knowledge to classify events
displacement
for
one
person
may involve high speed and for
as normal or abnormal.
a
car
may
involve
low
or
medium
speed. The main goal of
On the other hand, a simple event can be deﬁned as a conthis
stage
is
to
learn
to
interpret
the
object
speed depending on
crete action that occurs at a time instant, and an anomalous
their
sizes
and
displacements
by
taking
into
account the camsimple event may be enough to activate an alarm in a moniera
point
of
view.
Finally,
the
last
set
of
fuzzy
rules is gentored environment. The method proposed in this work detererated
from
a
training
set
where
each
sample
represents
the
mines the normality of a scene according to this type of events.
situation
of
an
object
in
a
concrete
time
instant,
i.e,
its
class,
Examples of anomalous simple events are as follows: a vehicle moving too fast in a concrete time instant or an object speed, and the spatial relations with the zones or areas of the
located in a forbidden zone. We characterise our surveillance environment.
Once the rules have been generated and the knowledge base
domain by means of the following assumptions:
has been built, it can be used to classify simple events. The
• Video stream is obtained from cameras placed on certain system analyses frames of a MPEG video stream, evaluating
where are the objects located in the environment (2D posilocations of the environment.
tion) and what are their size. From this information, the sys• Each camera has an own knowledge base.
tem obtains the class of each moving object. In this point,
• Every camera is ﬁxed, that is, vertical or horizontal the surveillance system possibly knows where are the objects
movements and zoom imply a new generation of the in each moment and what are their classes. Next, the system
uses this information and the second set of rules to determine
surveillance knowledge base.
the speed of each object. Finally, the system determines the ar• Video data can be imprecise.
eas in which each object could be located and the information
previously obtained (class and speed) to classify the simple
Each video camera has its own knowledge base, which is events as normal or anomalous. In other words, the classiﬁcomposed of three set of fuzzy rules, and each set is generated cation process can be deﬁned as the chaining of three sets of
by an independent training set:
fuzzy if-then rules in which the knowledge generated by a set
is employed by the next one.
1. Set of rules to determine the object’s class. This information is critical when classifying events as normal or
3 Suggested Machine Learning Algorithm
abnormal because it deﬁnes how objects should normally
behave.
The machine learning algorithm described in this section is
based on the work proposed by Castro et al. [17]. This method
2. A second set of rules to determine the object’s speed tak- learns a set of maximal structure fuzzy if-then rules from a set
ing into account the object’s class and its motion vectors of training data instances. This choice has been motivated by
obtained in the segmentation process.
the following reasons: (a) The use of fuzzy logic provides a
3. Finally, a set of rules to infer whether a situation is nor- well-deﬁned mathematical framework to deal with the uncermal or anomalous according to the object’s class, speed, tainty and vagueness inherently contained in the visual information used as input data. (b) This algorithm represents the
and the areas in which the object could be located.
inferred knowledge by means of a set of fuzzy if-then rules
To generate the ﬁrst set of fuzzy rules, we employ the size expressed in terms of linguistic variables. As a result, we oband the position of the objects in the environment from 2D tain rules that are easily comprehensible by security guards,
images (frames), and we take into account the camera view who are watching the monitors. Thus, an user can easily analpoint. Thus, the system may learn, for instance, that vehicles yse why an alarm was activated. (c) As a supervised learnare large or very large size objects when they are close to the ing approach, once the set of rules has been inferred from the
camera, and small or medium size objects when they are far training data set, the algorithm does not require a signiﬁcant
from the camera. The segmentation algorithm [16] used in amount of time to classify new data instances.
Basically, Castro’s algorithm works in two phases. In the
this work determines the set of macroblocks in each frame for
every object that appears in the scene. A macroblock is the ﬁrst one, each example of a training set is converted into a
ISBN: 978-989-95079-6-8
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speciﬁc rule which describes how to act in a concrete situation, that is, how this example must be classiﬁed. Therefore,
there will be so many particular rules as examples. In a second
phase, the algorithm generalises these particular rules in order
to act in a wide range of possibilities, that is to say, many
examples of a class can be correctly classiﬁed by using one
generalised rule. To do that, an ampliﬁcation process extends
the particular rules covering situations of the space of possible
situations, which have not been covered before.
Formally, the original algorithm starts out the training phase
from a set of data instances Θ = {e1 , . . . , em }. Each
ei = ((xi1 , . . . , xin ), yj ) is a data example which is conveniently described by means of the set of input variables
V = {v1 , . . . , vn } and one output variable yj , which is called
the class of ei . The elements (xi1 , . . . , xin ) are the concrete
values that the example ei takes for each variable vk ∈ V .
Besides, there is a domain deﬁnition DDVi for each variable
in V , being DDV = {DDV1 , . . . , DDVn } the set of all domains. Each DDVi = {L1 , . . . , Lp } is composed of a set
of linguistic labels which correspond to the fuzzy sets represented by means of trapezoidal functions as speciﬁed in expression (1).

0
u<a



(u−a)


 (b−a) a ≤ u < b

1
b≤u≤c
(1)
(u; a, b, c, d) =

(d−u)


c<u≤d


 (d−c)
0
u>d

no counterexample that conﬂicts with the ampliﬁed rule. This
makes possible for this method to generate a set of rules that
are as general as possible. A description in detail of the original algorithm by Castro et al. can be found in [17].
However, this algorithm may cause troubles when applied
in the surveillance context due to the production of rules that
are over-generalised. With over-generalised we refer to the
tendency of the ﬁnal rules to cover spaces for which there are
no counterexamples. For example, let us suppose three initial
rules for classifying a moving object according to its size by
taking into account the distance from the camera:
• Ri : if size is {SMALL} ∧ distance is {MEDIUM}
then y1 is people
• Rj : if size is {MEDSMALL} ∧ distance is
{MEDIUM} then y1 is motorbike
• Rk : if size is {MEDBIG} ∧ distance is {MEDIUM}
then y1 is car
all of them contained in the set of initial rules. Let
DDVsize = {VSMALL, SMALL, MEDSMALL, MEDBIG,
BIG, VBIG}, if we try to amplify the rule Ri to achieve Ri ,
according to the variable size, it could result in:
• Ri : if size is {VSMALL, SMALL, BIG, VBIG} ∧
distance is {MEDIUM} then y1 is people

Note that Ri means that if an object is located at a medium
distance from the camera and its size is very small, small, big,
or very big, it certainly belongs to the class people. However,
In this way, each DDVi veriﬁes the following properties:
Rj and Rk mean that if an object is located at a medium dis1. ∀Lx ∈ DDVi , height(Lx ) = 1
tance from the camera and its size is medium small or medium
big, the object is a motorbike or a car, respectively. Obviously,
2. ∀Lx , Ly ∈ DDVi , nucleus(Lx ) ∩ nucleus(Ly ) = ∅
Ri lacks of any sense and it can cause problems because
|DDVi |
of the misclassiﬁcation of objects. This happens because
3. ∀x ∈ Xi , j=1 µLj (x) = 1, being Xi the domain
when amplifying Ri to Ri , the labels V SM ALL, BIG, and
where vi is deﬁned.
V BIG are added to Ri as there are no counterexamples in
Besides, the inferred knowledge is represented as a set of the set of rules that conﬂict with it. Moreover, this type of
counterexamples might never exist in the training set because
fuzzy if-then rules with the following structure:
it is possible that cars and motorbikes have never a big or very
(2) big size, when they are located at a medium distance from the
if v0 is ZD0 ∧ . . . ∧ vn is ZDn then yj
camera.
where vi ∈ V and ZDi ⊆ DDVi is a subset of the linguisIn order to solve this issue, we have modiﬁed the original
tic labels deﬁned in DDVi for the variable vi .
algorithm to restrict the ampliﬁcation of rules. We are interThe original algorithm converts each ei ∈ Θ into the fuzzy ested in amplifying a rule only if the last label added to the
domain, according to the values (xi1 , . . . , xin ) that ei takes rule in the last ampliﬁcation step and the label being considfor each vi ∈ V and their corresponding DDVi ∈ DDV . ered to be added are not too far from each other. Thus, we
For this purpose, each Lk ∈ DDVi has associated a func- need to use a measure of separability s to estimate the dissimtion µLk : Xj → [0, 1], being Xj the domain where the ilarity between linguistic labels Li and Lj (with Li < Lj ),
variable vj takes its values (i.e , ℵ, an interval [a, b], a ﬁ- which are expressed in terms of fuzzy sets:
nite set A, etc). Thus, every ei ∈ Θ is converted into
(bLj − cLi ) + (aLj − dLi )
ei = ((L1x , . . . , Lnz ), yj ) such that Ljk is the label which
(3)
s(Li , Lj ) =
2
matches best, according to Ljk = max{µLjk (xj )} of the
being (aLi , bLi , cLi , dLi ) and (aLj , bLj , cLj , dLj ) the trapeDDVj . Each ei is an initial rule which belongs to the set
of initial rules. Second, if some rule of the initial set does zoids that deﬁne the fuzzy sets Li and Lj respectively, and
not subsume in any rule of the ﬁnal set, the algorithm pro- verifying that dLi < aLj . If dLi = aLj or dLi > aLj , then
ceeds to amplify the rule. A rule Ri can be ampliﬁed to s(Li , Lj ) = 0, as the area of the fuzzy set s(Li , Lj ) is not
Ri : if v0 is ZDi 0 ∧ . . . ∧ vn is ZDi n then yp if there is signiﬁcant enough.
no rule Rj : if v0 is ZDj0 ∧ . . . ∧ vjn is ZDn then yq in
The separability threshold is empirically calculated by obthe set of initial rules that verify ZDjk ⊆ ZDi k and yp = yq . serving how the algorithm selects the different values of perIn other words, an ampliﬁcation is possible whenever there is centage of the maximum separability between the fuzzy sets
ISBN: 978-989-95079-6-8
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Figure 1: Deﬁnition and classiﬁcation of areas for the analysed scene.
of a given linguistic variable. If we apply the expression (3)
with Li being the ﬁrst label and Lj the last label of a linguistic variable, we obtain the maximum possible distance value
for that variable. Then, it is possible to choose the 25% or
the 10% of such separability as the threshold for amplifying
a rule. Note that when the maximum allowed separability is
100%, the new version of the algorithm works as the original
one.
Next, the steps of the modiﬁed algorithm are described in
detail.
1. Convert each training example into an initial fuzzy
rule (translation into the fuzzy domain).
Each element ei ∈ Θ is translated into a fuzzy rule in
which the value of each input variable is represented
by means of a linguistic label. This step creates
the set of initial rules.
2. Take a rule from the set of initial rules.
3. Try to subsume the taken rule in some rule of the set
of definitive rules. If that happens so, ignore the
taken rule and go back to step 2.

Figure 1 shows the scenario used in this work, which represents a typical urban environment composed of buildings,
roads, gardens, trafﬁc signals, and so on. There are also pedestrian areas in which vehicles are not allowed to drive. In the
same way, there are only vehicle areas in which pedestrians
should not walk.
In our particular application, there are three training sets:
Θ1 , Θ2 , and Θ3 , one for each phase of the learning process.
Each training set is composed of a set of examples where every one of them ei is made up from a set of features extracted
from the 2D images captured by a video camera, such as the
position of a moving object in a frame or the size of the ellipse that contains it. The algorithm described in Section 3 is
performed for every training set Θi , in order to obtain a set
of fuzzy rules. On the other hand, there are three output variables: the class of the moving object (y1 ), its speed (y2 ), and
whether its behaviour is normal or anomalous (y3 ).
4.1 Learning Process

4. If the taken rule does not subsume in any rule of the
definitive set, try to amplify it. For each
variable:

As described before, the ﬁrst step consists in learning the set
of rules to determine the object class. Determining the object class is crucial to know if its behaviour in a monitored
(a) For each unconsidered label:
environment is normal. Each one of these classes has a set of
i. Try to amplify the rule. If it is not
possible, go to step 4.a; otherwise, proceed
norms or rules. If an object meets the norms associated to its
to step 4.a.ii. One rule can be amplified
class, then its behaviour will be considered as normal. To do
only if:
A. There is no Rj
:
if v0
is
ZDj0
∧ that, we ﬁrst need to build a training set in which each sam. . . ∧ vn is ZDjn then yq in the set
of initial rules that ZDjk ⊆ ZDi k and ple is deﬁned in the following way: ei = ((xi1 , . . . , xin ), yj ),
yp = yq (we maintain the constraint of being (xi1 , . . . , xin ) the variable values used to learn and yj
the original algorithm).
the output variable. The variables employed in this ﬁrst phase
B. The separability between the last label
are ((Xpos , Ypos , Rh , Rv ) y1 ). Xpos represents the moving obadded to the rule and the label being
considered for amplifying the rule does
ject
horizontal position and Ypos represents the moving object
not exceed a separability threshold.
vertical
position. The values of Xpos and Ypos comes from
ii. Amplify the rule and include it in the set
of definitive rules.
the coordinate x, y of the ellipse central point that encloses
the object. On the other hand, Rh determines the horizontal
5. If there are still unconsidered rules in the initial
set of rules, go to step 2. Otherwise, END.
size measured in pixels of the ellipse that encloses the object
and Rv the vertical size measured also in pixels. Finally, y1
4 Applying the Suggested Algorithm to an
is the output variable, which can take the following values:
Example
{pedestrian, vehicle}.
The proposed machine learning algorithm has been tested on
Each sample refers to a moving object detected in the segthe virtual environment shown in Figure 2 due to the follow- mentation process, which has been marked with an ellipse.
ing reasons: (a) the difﬁculty of obtaining a wide range of real Precisely, the ellipse parameters (central point coordinates,
video scenes with anomalous situations, (b) the possibility of horizontal radius, and vertical radius) are used to generate the
generating all abnormal situations as needed without attempt- rules in this step. The goal is to determine whether a certain
ing on people security, and (c) the freedom of changing cam- object is a pedestrian or a vehicle depending on its size and
era position with no conﬁguration cost.
position from the camera point of view. Distinguishing beISBN: 978-989-95079-6-8
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An example of two rules generated in this ﬁnal step is:
R : if y1 is {pedestrian} and y2 is {slow, normal} and garden is
{very high} and road is {out, very low, low} then y3 is normal
situation
R : if y1 is {pedestrian, vehicle} and y2 is {fast} and road is {low,
medium, high} then y3 is anomalous situation

4.2 Classification process
Once the learning process is done, the set of rules is available to determine, in each frame, the normality of an object
Figure 2: Vertical-horizontal scene division from an image behaviour. To carry out the classiﬁcation process, ﬁrst it is
necessary to obtain a set of low-level objects data. Next, we
captured by a surveillance camera.
expose the description of such data and how to obtain it.
For each frame, the system performs a segmentation protween people and vehicles depending on size and position is cess to detect every moving object, which is then bounded
feasible because the difference between them is notable inde- within a ellipse. The parameters of the ellipse are employed
pendently of the area in which they are located. On the other to determine the position and the size of the bounded object
hand, to determine the zone in which an object is placed, a (Xpos ,Ypos ,Rh ,Rv ). If an object is moving, the position of
vertical-horizontal division as shown in Figure 2 is carried its bounding ellipse in the current frame changes respecting to
out. In this environment, the far zones from camera posi- the previous frame. Thus, the movement of an object is calcution, where objects may move, are located in Xpos = {centre, lated through the distance between the origin of the previous
right} and Ypos = {up}. However, the close zones from cam- and the current ellipses.
era position are located in Xpos = {very left, left, centre} and
To complete the low level data acquisition of the objects, the
Ypos = {very down, down}.
system performs a proximity analysis of every tracked object
An example of a fuzzy rule generated in this stage is as to the areas of the environment which are deﬁned according to
follows:
the camera point of view. The goal of this analysis is to learn
R : if Xpos is {very right} and Y pos is not {very up, up} and Rh in which areas can be located a concrete object class. Thus,
is {very small, small} and Rv is {very small, small} then y1 is an expert is required to deﬁne such areas through the deﬁnipedestrian
tion of their corresponding bounding polygons and the class
which every area belongs to. Figure 1 shows the deﬁnition
Once applied the ﬁrst stage, the next step consists in deterand classiﬁcation of areas performed for the analysed scene.
mining the object speed depending on its position and moveThe next step is to study the intersection between the objects
ment (measured in pixels) between the current and previous
bounding ellipses and the deﬁned areas to learn in which exframe. We consider that two frames per second for the studtent an objects is on an area. For this purpose, the system calied environment is enough for detecting anomalous situations.
culates the amount of points in common in an object’s boundFor every object class and zone there is a range of allowed
ing ellipse and the polygon deﬁning an area. To do that, we
speed values, which should be met by every object. Thereuse the following algorithm [18] represented in the programfore, the speed study is interesting for the analysis of beming language C:
haviours in monitored environments. In order to learn the
second set of rules, we use input examples with the follow- int pnpoly(int nvert, float *vertx, float *verty,
float testx, float testy)
ing form: ((Xpos , Ypos , y1 , M ov) y2 ), being M ov the move- {
int i, j, c = 0;
ment of the object measured in pixels between two consecfor (i = 0, j = nvert-1; i < nvert; j = i++) {
utive frames, and y2 the output variable which can take the
if ( ((verty[i]>testy) != (verty[j]>testy)) &&
(testx < (vertx[j]-vertx[i]) * (testy-verty[i])
possible following values: {slow, normal, f ast}.
/ (verty[j]-verty[i]) + vertx[i]) )
An example of a rule generated in this step is the following:
R : if Xpos is {very left, left} and Y pos is {very down, down} and
y1 is {pedestrian} and M ov is not {medium, low, very low}
then y2 is slow

Finally, the last step in the general learning process consists
in generating a set of rules that allows the surveillance system
to detect if an object behaves normally or anomalously depending on the object class, its speed and the zones in which
it could be located. As in previous stages, a training set is
built for the rule generation. Every input sample is represented in the following way: ((y1 , y2 , Garden, Sidewalk,
T raf f iccircle, P arking, P edestrianCrossing, Road)
Y3 ), where every kind of zone represents an input variable
whose value sets the intersection grade between the object and
the type of zone. Finally, y3 is the output variable whose values can be {normal situation, anomalous situation}.
ISBN: 978-989-95079-6-8

c = !c;
}
return c;
}

where nvert is the number of vertices in the polygon, vertx
and verty the arrays containing the x- and y-coordinates of the
polygon vertices and, ﬁnally, testx and testy are the x- and
y-coordinate of the test point (the algorithm is performed for
each point of the ellipse). The amount of points in common is
converted into the fuzzy domain and is classiﬁed as out, very
low, low, medium, high, or very high.
The classiﬁcation process proceeds in each frame and it begins once the system knows the low level data of every object
in the scene. The system makes use of the three sets of fuzzy
rules to determine the object’s class and speed, and if its behaviour is normal or, on the contrary, anomalous.
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In order to evaluate the learning method proposed in this paper, we have run ten tests for every step of the general process.
Each training set had a different number of examples, and the
80% of them were used for learning and the rest were used in
the classiﬁcation process. Table 1 resumes the results obtained
in the tests, where the average of the generated rules, examples correctly classiﬁed, classiﬁcation errors, and percentage
of successful are shown for every step.

Step
step 1
step 2
step 3

Table 1: Results obtained in the tests
Gen. Rules Correct Wrong % Correct
29
43
2
96.28
22
79
3
96.34
50
120
5
96

5 Conclusions
Surveillance systems are being used in a wide range of environments which require more and more sophisticated solutions. In fact, a notable investment has been made during
the last years in order to provide surveillance services, both in
public and private environments, which increase the efﬁciency
of such systems and manage high-level information to allow
users to adequately make decisions and manage crisis situations. In this paper, we have presented a possible solution to
classify and describe simple events related to spatial properties in a monitored environment having into account the camera perspective. Moreover, we have also determined whether
these events are normal or not.
We have proposed a machine learning algorithm to acquire
the necessary knowledge from examples of situations and a
method that uses this algorithm. The proposed method includes three calls to the algorithm as has been explained in
Section 2.
Our work starts from the fuzzy machine learning algorithm
proposed by Castro et al. [17]. A key innovation has been
added to this algorithm with the aim of adapting it to the new
needs of our problem. This was primarily motivated due to
that several generated rules with different consequences could
be applied to the same premises, generally scenarios that are
not present in the training data. This is due to the generalisation of each particular rule into a deﬁnitive rule. The modiﬁed algorithm prunes the over-generalisation of a deﬁnitive
rule during the ampliﬁcation process. As has been described
in Section 3, the over-generalisation is not desirable for us
and it will be controlled by means of a separability measurement. This measurement allows one deﬁnitive rule to capture
the premises that are not present in the training data but close
to those evidences in the data that justify that rule. Thanks
to this separability measurement the results obtained are improved.
Finally, we want to remark that the separability threshold is
empirically calculated by observing how the algorithm selects
the different values of percentage of the maximum separability between the fuzzy sets of a given linguistic variable. For
this reason, one of our lines of future research consists in designing a new algorithm to decide the best separability value
to optimise the results.
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